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CORONA Virus is a major disruption to
smooth supply that overlays other
supply issues that were going to exist
anyway.

The good news is timely chemical
supply is expected, but maybe not as
early as we would prefer.

At present many key products like
liquid Glyphosate, Trifluralin and
Prosulfocarb can be ordered now but
new stocks are not able to be supplied
until April.

Many Chinese chemical factories
haven’t stopped production, they have
just slowed their production due to less
staff numbers.

Shipping logistics have also become
more difficult.

Our formulation plant will be very

busy over the next couple of months as
well as our trucks doing deliveries.

NOT ALL PRODUCTS SHORT
The other good news 4Farmers has a

lot of stock on hand of many different
products.

For example we have good supplies
of products including Glyphosate 875
WG, Triallate, Flutriafol, Ester 680,
Triclopyr, Chlorpyrifos, Amm Sul and
Take Up all ready for prompt delivery.  

There is no need to panic about
supply yet. 

Some key products maybe just in
time but there are many other things
we can supply immediately.

Talk to the 4Farmers team for more
advice on you particular situation.

Patience required for 
some chemical supplies

Come visit us
at Wagin
Woolarama 

FARMERS that have baulked on
Flutriafol should carefully weigh up their
alternatives. 

The price of Flutriafol has come down
slightly this year. 

Farmers need to carefully define what
their target diseases are before
spending a lot of unnecessary dollars on
other higher cost alternatives.

GREAT COMPATIBILITY
4Farmers Flutriafol 500 has been

proved to have good compatibility when
mixing with various products in the lab.

“We benchmarked 4Farmers product
in our lab against others and found is at
least as good as the next best product
for compatibility,” says 4Farmers
chemist Jonathan Wihardjo.

“Even mixing neat 4Farmers Flutriafol
with Flexi-N still worked satisfactorily. 

Though to make the mix more robust
we suggest Flutriafol should be diluted
with water”. 

Don’t overlook Flutriafol
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4Farmers improved Flutriafol formulations has
got good compatibility
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Profit driver

Australians prefer to buy from 
Australian owned companies 
and products that are 

Australian made.
That’s the finding of a survey recently 
commissioned by 4Farmers, where 
over 88% of respondents ranked the 
significance of buying from an Australian 
owned company as highly important.
A similarly high proportion of respondents 
indicated that buying Australian made 
had a significant influence on their 
purchasing decisions.

C’mon Aussie farmers – back the 

Aussie battlers!

Like eating lamb chops, it tickles the heart 
strings when we know we can support our 
own Aussies.

FOREIGN DOMINATION
Recently an international Canadian 
conglomerate eliminated another 
Australian from the competition and is now 
reported to control an alarming 45% of the 
Australian rural merchandise market.
The next biggest company may be listed on 
the ASX but it’s not necessarily Australians 
who own all the shares.

COMPETITION REDUCED
The other companies supplying the market 
are comparative minnows.

The effective reduction in competition is a 
long-term concern for farmers unless they 
make a conscious effort to support the 
smaller companies that will keep strong 
competition alive.

FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS
As well as foreign ownership of retail outlets, 
it’s also sad to think how many supply 
companies are foreign owned; FMC – USA, 
ADAMA and Syngenta – Chinese, Bayer and 
BASF – German.

Make no mistake 4Farmers welcomes 
free trade, competition and innovation. 
4Farmers doesn’t agree with protectionism 
that adds to the costs of Aussie farmers; 
like Nufarm’s 35% protection duty on 
Chinese 2,4-D products, or tariffs on 
Trifluralin. 
We would all prefer to get behind 
Australian companies competing on their 
own merits, beating foreign competition 
with better value and no government props.

BUY 4FARMERS
As well as being 100% Australian owned 
and all the profits staying in Australia, 
approximately 70% of the chemicals sold by 
4Farmers are blended and made in our own 
Australian plant. 
That supports more Australian jobs and more 
money stays in Australia.
If farmers care about buying from an 
Australian company that makes a lot of its 
product in Australia, the clear choice for farm 
chemicals is 4Farmers.
As well as patriotically supporting your nation, 
you are also supporting competition that 
benefits you.
We couldn’t save the Holden car, but with 
farmers support, 4Farmers will survive.

Significance of buying from an Australian 
owned company
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ALL 4FARMERS CLIENTS
INVITED TO OUR SUNDOWNER
ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON

Please drop in for cold drink or a
coffee at Wagin Woolarama.

Available at our site will be our
latest 4Front newsletter with
interesting stories including the
latest in our Pendimethalin
research and information about
storage of chemicals.

Also available at the Wagin will
be 4Farmers 2020 Chemical Guide. 

Packed full of technical
information on the full range of
4Farmers 
products 
and other 
relevant
information.


